Prefatory remarks
The following analysis shall proceed chronologically and present some relevant examples from the 16th century before focusing on the most important German cryptological author of his time, August the Younger (1579-1666). His 1624 book of 493 pages (see [1] ), Cryptomenytices et Cryptographiae Libri IX, and (Fig. 2, p. 3), 1 became the cryptological standard work of the 17th century and will be the focus of this paper. Some interesting cryptograms of his successors and a totally surprising, new authorship of the duke's handbook around 1900 will round out this analysis.
Early cryptological materials from the Wolfenbüttel court
Both the archives of the Duke August Library, now one of the important European research centers in the Early Modern Period, and the State Archives at Wolfenbüttel keep fascinating cryptological materials that illustrate the problematic early years of the Protestant Reformation in northern Germany. 2 A few very interesting pieces date from around 1540, a period when Duke Henry the Younger (1489-1568) had refused to introduce "the new religion" in his duchy. In 1542 he was expelled from his lands by troops from the Schmalkaldic League and kept in confinement; he returned 5 years later, still a staunch Catholic. 3 The first of two relevant examples (certainly not written by the Duke himself but his secretary as there were no cipher secretaries yet at such small courts) is the Duke's rather intricate substitution cipher where various symbols replace the letters of the alphabet and some frequently used proper names but are also used for dual consonants and even include nulls ("Errantes") ( Fig. 3 , p. 5). 4 The second piece is a letter written at the same time to Johann von der Asseburg, a member of the local Brunswick nobility and in imperial services. Here the Duke discusses aspects of his quarrel with the League and the Protestant estates; the page includes a long enciphered section with instructions to von Asseburg (Fig. 12 , p. 21). 
Duke August the Younger, scholar in his early years and ruler late in life
While the death of Duke Henry in 1568 did not yet introduce Protestantism in his lands his successors ultimately espoused the new religion. Due to matters related to succession within the various branches of the dynasty of the Guelphs (Welfen) over the next fifty years August the Younger, born in 1579 as the seventh and the youngest child of Duke Henry of Dannenberg, a small lateral branch, had no hopes of ever gaining any influential position. Thus his parents gave him a more extensive education than was customary for young noblemen. His earliest book acquisition bears witness to his future interest in the speculative aspects of the natural sciences -three years after its reprint he purchased a copy of Giovanni Battista della Porta's Magia natvralis (see Fig. 13 , p. 22).
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His marginal Nota bene in a work filled with interesting and sometimes incredible scientific oddities and curiosa occurs in the chapter that carried quite a few of the young duke's annotations and interested him the most (and to which he also referred in his Crytomenytices) 8 [9] , namely "De Ziferis". His mark highlights della Porta's suggestion to convey secret messages over distances by using large speaking tubes and is one of the earliest indications of the young man's fascination with cryptology.
After four years of study and a two-year grand tour where he visited, among other things, the major European libraries of his day, the young prince without lands finally took up residence in a small castle in the tiny city and county of Hitzacker by the Elbe river (see the map on Fig. 14, p. 23 ). It was there that within his very limited budget he gave free rein to collecting books across all 7 Frankfurt/Main: Claude de Marne and Johann Aubry 1591. Nota Bene on p. 568 [8] . 8 Cryptomenytices (see [14] , f. n. 1), fol. b1 r • -b2 v • . 5 disciplines and in 1616 published his first work, an adaptation of a Spanish chess manual.
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By 1620 Duke August had acquired almost 200 volumes relating directly or indirectly to cryptology. At that point he decided to publish what in many ways can be considered a compendium of the relevant literature although the ongoing controversy over the works of the Benedictine abbot Johannes Trithemius (1462-1516) may have triggered off the duke's publication plans. 10 Trithemius's incomplete cryptological Steganographia 11 had remained in manuscript from 1500 to 1606 before it was finally printed -yet only to be put on the Catholic Index of Forbidden Books three years later for being suspect of black magic. The abbot's second cryptological work, Polygraphia (see Fig. 15 , p. 24), was more accessible and published two years after the abbot's death. By 1622, to resolve the allegation of black magic, the duke had acquired manuscripts of both works before trying to propose a solution to at least the first two of the three books of Steganographia. Thus the full title of Duke August's 1624 Cryptomenytices-a work divided into nine books-includes the reference to his attempts at elucidating the controversial cryptological publications of Trithemius.
Duke August's Cryptological Compendium --Crytomenytices -of 1624
For the purposes of this analysis we shall gloss over the extensive section devoted to the justification of Trithemius in the duke's Book III, where he explicated the first two parts of Steganogaphia but threw in the towel when it came to its incomplete third book. He readily admitted that he could not understand its conjurations and astrological references, cited its incomplete state and suggested that at best it would belong to the field of "synthematology" or telepathy. Assuming that his readers could not decipher the material, either, but wanting to give access to it since he possessed one of the few known manuscripts he decided to reprint the extant section of this third book in his Cryptomenytices, fully hoping that some later scholar would interpret it -which took all of 500 years.
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When we now have a look at the 187 names in the prefatory index we will see right away that Duke August included classical authors who were of historical interest but whose cryptological import is marginal. The listing includes Augustinus, Dio Cassius, Plato just as much as hitherto almost unknown important figures in the field of cryptology like Jacopo de Silvestri or Dominicus van Hottinga, who in 1620 plagiarized Gabriel de Collange's French translation of the Polygraphia. By virtue of its all-inclusiveness Duke August's index 13 identifies him as an honest compiler whose primary aim was to present to his readers a comprehensive overview of the material available in a given discipline. The nine books of Cryptomenytices have justly been considered the most important 17th-century compendium in the field of secret communication, and the work was used for such research purposes.
14 However, the very nature of this overview accounts for its relative obscurity among modern cryptologists: Contrary to some of his better-known contemporaries or predecessors such as Trithemius, Vigenère, della Porta, Cardano, Schwenter, or later Athanasius Kircher, Duke August cannot be credited with a single important cryptological invention. His sole goal in writing the Cryptomenytices was to present "the state of the art", for -as he put it in his Preface -cryptology to him was indeed an art form. 15 Nonetheless he was fully aware of the almost unlimited potential of such a cryptological compendium 12 Cryptomenytices (see [14] [15] . 15 Cryptomenytices (see [14] , f. n. 1), fol. a6 v • : Sed tantùm circa genera, secundum Authoris consilium & filum occupati fuimus, non ut studiosi Artis hujus, ibi consisterent, sed hisce benè perspectis & cognitis, progrederentur [. . .] -so that those who are studying this Art would not leave it at that but continue to inform themselves further after having thoroughly digested and understood it. (My underlining).
at a time when the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648) had already ravaged parts of the German lands although he explicitly hoped that his Cryptomenytices would not be put to such use. 16 This very application was bound to happen, of course: We have a rare documentation of such cryptological use in a letter written in 1655 byÉtienne Polier, a Swiss informant residing in Paris. Polier offered Samuel Hartli(e)b, a German scholar in London closely associated with Oliver Cromwell's government, to communicate privileged information "even from the Cabinet".
Ie Such letters would have to be encrypted, and Polier suggested to adopt one of Hartlib's ciphers or one of his own, "or that you indicate to me one of those which you prefer most in Selenus [Duke August's pseudonym], who has treated them in a masterful way" (see Fig. 4 , p. 8). 17 Needless to say that Polier, who must have had access to Cryptomenytices in Paris, assumed that Hartlib also owned or could consult the duke's handbook in London. Despite the vast collection of secondary sources at his disposal there are certain areas that Duke August simply could not know, in particular the important body of cryptological works from Arab countries whose originals are just now being discovered and edited. It is a moot point to speculate how much of Al--indi's work might have been accessible to western innovators like Alberti in his 1467 Trattato di Leon Battista Alberti sulla Cifra, 18 which was not printed until a century later. And even this first obscure printing in the midst of unrelated works in no way disseminated information on Alberti's groundbreaking invention that made him the "Father or Western Cryptology", to quote David Kahn's assessment. 19 This relative obscurity is certainly the reason why Duke August is not aware of Alberti's accomplishments and only knows the cipher disk through [18 early 17th century. With the exception of the writers just mentioned Duke August covers standard works such as Vigenère's Traicté of 1586, which interests him also for its cabalistic materials, Cardano's or della Porta's publications, as we shall see, but in addition -and this may indeed be the lasting merit of the Cryptomenytices -such rarely known works as the 1526 Opvs Novvum of the Florentine Jacobus de Silvestris [21] (pp. 360-367) or the Scotographia of Abramo Colorni [22] (Fig. 23, p. 32) .
22 Only Trithemius's two books are more extensively treated than this 1593 publication, to which the duke devotes some 60 pages (pp. 185-245)-fully aware of the potential of this polyalphabetic method of "Obscure Writing", as the title translates. Nearly four centuries later Daniel Jütte's [23] 2011 publication on this "Jew of Mantua", as Colorni called himself, finally gave credit to this almost failsafe system.
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This vast body of material comes into play beginning with Duke August's Book IV, which follows the discussion of the Steganographia. His analysis of the second cryptological work of Trithemius, the Polygraphia, occurs after some prefatory remarks which include a reference to Roger Bacon's short Speculum Alchymiae (p. 137) that the duke possessed in a 1614 collection of various alchemical publications. 24 Never a true friend of alchemy he was only interested in one cryptographic method he found exemplified in Bacon's piece, namely acrostics, the stringing along of the first or last letters of a text of several lines. This leads on to the duke's analysis of the Polygraphia (pp. 144-145) which he strongly defends from attacks both by Girolamo Cardano and, to a lesser degree, della Porta. Cardano in [25] De Rerum Varietate inveighed against the abbot for having "put forth his invention in allegorical disguise". on the avowed importance of writing and of the alphabet 28 -considers even Porta's attitude toward Trithemius's "allegory" too strong. Both critics, Duke August feels, should have fully appreciated the German abbot's ingenuity and inventiveness; as a German prince he cannot but snipe at the two Italians with all their important cryptological developments who, he feels, should be glad that for once a German scholar has devised such an ingenious system (p. 145).
Nonetheless even Duke August himself considers the sheer volume of the (word) lists in both publications overwhelming. For this reason he reprints a slightly modified polygraphic version taken from della Porta's De Occvltis literarum notis [28] , the plagiarized version of 1593 of the Italian's earlier and ground-breaking publication, De Fvrtivis Literarum Notis, vulgò De Ziferis Libri IIII [29] , which had come out in Naples in 1563. The duke deems this version superior and safer to a similar one found in one of his favorite German sources [30] 29 which reached him in 1622 while he was drafting his compendium. Its Nuremberg author, Daniel Schwenter, proposed to write ready-made letters to informed partners that would contain secret messages. Porta, on the contrary, resorted to a system much closer to Trithemius's polygraphic method, which the duke modified and printed on more than a dozen pages (pp. 147-161) (Fig. 28, p. 37 ). And although Duke August did not invent any new methods he certainly expanded and improved on existing ones, as his preparation of more concise German word lists similar to Porta's would show (pp. 161-167) (Fig. 17, p. 26 ).
Even though the duke operated on a very limited budget at his Hitzacker residence (his wife had to meticulously document household expenses for the small court) he established a wide network of book agents and, through them, also engravers who prepared the intricate illustrations for his Cryptomenytices. In Book VI -devoted in particular to methods of transposition -he displayed a number of grilles, pigpens and similar ciphers and referred to a collection of various methods of concealment by Johann Walch. The ninth fable in 27 
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-aptly titled "Simia" (apelike imitation) -treated the history of printing, secret inks and various methods of encipherment. Hardly any other title in the duke's collection contains such a plethora of materials that were even worked into engravings. One such illustration -a perfect steganographic example as long as the quality of the picture does not raise suspicion -represents a hunting scene where the eyes of all the animals and the hunters, taken together, encipher a message that Duke August deciphered and wrote above the illustration (Fig. 18, p. 27 ) ARS INIMICUM NON HABET, NISI IGNORANTEM (Art has no enemy except for ignoramuses). Always intent on displaying his own capabilities the duke had the Augsburg engraver Lucas Kilian -who also executed his intriguing title page -prepare another genre picture of superior quality (p. 341) (Fig. 19, p. 28) . Not only the eyes of all men and animals on the ground and in the sky but even the apples and the stars count in this enciphered illustration that would certainly pass the scrutiny of any censor -but was, of course, by far too involved to be of any practical use. A "steganographic tree" dedicated to Duke August on his birthday (Fig. 20, p. 29) shows that the dedicatee had to add a branch with one more apple to properly complete the message hidden in the apples, where each apple above the alphabet line that was added by the duke under the tree roots and-when deciphered from the top down-yields a letter of the cryptogram:
INDE HIC LONGA TIBI SINT TEMPORA PROSPERA FIAT (May prosperous times be granted you from now on for a long time).
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This same Book VI of the Cryptomenytices displays yet another of its author's special efforts: After some prefatory explanations in a section devoted to musical ciphers (pp. 321-324) he commissioned Friedrich Holland(t), a Lüneburg musician, to compose a short piece in four voices (Fig. 21, p. 30) . The tenor notes embedded a cryptogram that had to be conceived after 1620, when the Spanish general Ambrosio Spinola began invading the Palatinate just as the duke was drafting his compendium: The message, "Der Spinola / ist in die Pfaltz gefallen: Vae illi ", reflects a German Protestant's woeful concern over the loss of these reformed lands to the forces of the Catholic emperor. Once more Duke August is aware of the pitfalls of poorly executed visual or musical encipherments: The short composition is so pleasant that no censor would have suspected an imbedded message in these notes; it was recorded by a string quartet and is available on YouTube.
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Let me close on this (musical) note, which could at least give you an idea of the breadth of material presented in the Cryptomenytices. The end of the Thirty Years' War heralded in a period of reconstruction; Duke August, who in 1635, at age 56 -somewhat unexpectedly -became reigning Duke of BrunswickLüneburg, soon was the senior prince in the German lands. Despite his penchant for burning witches at the stake he was a beloved ruler and expanded his library to reach more than 135.000 titles by the time he died in 1666. His interest in cryptology was rekindled after 1650 when he entered into a correspondence with the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher in Rome. A touching cryptographic exercise (Fig. 5, p. 14) inserted to this day in [37] August's copy of Kircher's 1663 publication of a Polygraphia nova et vniversalis 33 bears witness to the 84-year-old duke's enduring passion. Only his fourth son, Ferdinand Albrecht I (1636-1687), similarly well educated like his father but also without lands, showed a continued interest in cryptology, as detailed exercises penned into his own copy of the Polygraphia nova show (Fig. 6, p. 15) . 34 As if to document Ferdinand Albrecht's reverence for his father the title page of his own copy of the Cryptomenytices (Fig. 7 , p. 16) shows his Nb: effigies Authoris (image of the author) above the head of a well-dressed, bearded gentleman (Duke August) holding a crown of honor over the head of another man at a writing desk, namely, Trithemius. While this identification of August on the title page of his compendium may not seem terribly revealing in view of the duke's extant instructions to his Augsburg 32 Despite numerous efforts over the past 25 years there is no trace of a Friedrich Holland(t), musician in Lüneburg although Herzog August's close connections with this city, where the Stern Brothers published the Cryptomenytices, after all, do suggest that this composition was indeed commissioned there. For an extensive discussion of this problem see [35] engraver 35 it would have contributed to leading ad absurdum a totally different interpretation of this illustrated page some 270 years later.
Apart from Ferdinand Albrecht I his brothers Rudolph August and Anton Ulrich, jointly governing the duchy after 1666, continued collecting the everdwindling cyrptological literature of the later 17th century. Two examples from their own diplomatic communication, documenting their use of cryptology and again executed by secretaries, can show a clear shift in cryptological methods toward an increased preference of detailed nomenclators (Fig. 8, p. 17 and Fig. 9, p. 18 
Francis Bacon or a surprising new authorship of Cryptomenytices
More than a century after a British author, Sir Edwin Durning-Lawrence, issued Bacon is Shake-Speare 36 as a culmination of years of research into Sir Francis Bacon's authorship of Shakespeare's work, aficionados of this theory still consult copies of Cryptomenytices at the Herzog August Bibliothek. Their own Left Column:
Right Column: Single letters of the alphabet For frequently used words or names: assigned to one-to three-digit numbers:
For "A"-17, 45, 52, 79, etc.
For "Armee"-4, for "Alliance"-90, For "B"-18, 53, 88, 126.
for "Alefeldt in Dennenmarck"-141. investigation is greatly facilitated by the excellent and erudite English translation that John William Henry Walden had to prepare in advance of DurningLawrence's authorship attribution. 37 Such Baconians are particularly interested in the attractive title page, and if they ever saw Duke Ferdinand Albrecht's own copy they certainly overlooked his Nb above his father-and his holding of the "crown of honor" over none other but Trithemius's head (Fig. 11, p. 20) , Figure 11 . Detail: The NB "effigies Authoris" is placed right over the head of a portrait of well-dressed, balding Duke August, represented with his characteristic pointed beard. In the illustration he is holding a kind of crown of honor over the head of Trithemius, who is shown writing at a desk (exactly as in the instructions to Lucas Kilian).
as spelled out in Duke August's instructions. To the very contrary DurningLawrence's book reprints a clean title page of Cryptomenytices along with enlarged plates reproducing its four distinct sections -and its author sees in the duke's likeness that "of an actor, very much overdressed and wearing a mask something like the accepted mask of Shakespeare". 38 No need to say more--During-Lawrence's chapter reference may suffice as an ending to this analysis, namely "Love's Labour's Lost" -to quote none other than the real Shakespeare. 37 See above, f. n. 26. 38 Durning-Lawrence (see [40] , f. n. 36), p. 126. Figure 12 . Letter of (Catholic) Duke Henry the Younger to Johann von der Asseburg concerning the suppression of the Schmalkaldic League and the Protestant Estates: Lower part of page is enciphered. 
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